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reaching for the stars while keeping an ear to  

the ground. Maintaining a laser-like focus while  

embracing a diversity of ideas. blending toughness  

and determination with warmth and humor.

this mindset, combined with academic rigor, makes  

the school of social Work a laboratory for change, 

where knowledge kindles action, partnerships  

amplify impact, and research verifies results. in

short, where social work becomes social innovation: 

spotlighting solutions and accelerating social good. 

the profiles that follow demonstrate that the  

social work enterprise is strong, relevant and true.  

and that social justice is, like any great invention, 

a powerful fusion of science and hope.
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message from the dean

More than ever, social work expertise is recognized as 

absolutely vital to sustaining the quality of our lives.

L
Last August, I had the great privilege to co-host 40 distinguished social work  

scholars at a two-day conference on Bainbridge Island. The group gathered  

for one purpose: to discuss how to shape social work’s role in the 21st century.

The participants understood the historic work social work professionals undertook 

at pivotal moments in the past: from the policies that prevented illness and death 

among millions of poor women and infants at the turn of the last century, to  

the safety net programs of the New Deal, and the service models that prevented 

homelessness for a generation of people with mental illness moved from hospital 

wards to communities in the mid-20th century. The group shared a commitment  

to mobilize for similar responsibility in our own time.

The University’s central contribution to the meeting was to propose a Grand  

Challenges framework to galvanize our profession. We had studied how, a  

century ago, Mathematics and, more recently, Engineering and other fields  

employed the Grand Challenges strategy to powerful effect. 

the essential qualities of the engineering profession’s 14 grand challenges,  

which ranged from making solar energy economical to reverse engineering  

the brain, have been described as the possibility of being solvable ... the ring  

of things we can and must do. But the precise path is unclear. That makes  

them challenging; and their deep importance makes them grand.

UW engineering Dean Matt o’Donnell joined us in sessions that explored the 

process engineering worked through and the outcomes, including transforming 

curricula, galvanizing use-inspired research and attracting talent to the field.

the conference was, by all accounts, historic. the american academy of  

social Work has committed to a grand challenges for social Work initiative.

at the school of social Work, we look forward to engaging the grand  

challenges for social Work. the moving profiles in this report illustrate our  

capacity for path-breaking work on some of the most difficult social issues  

in the world and at home. for example:

•  globally, policymakers look to some results of the school’s 30 years of  

experience in prevention science to shape a new direction in worldwide  

health priorities.

•  nationally, mental health professionals are considering model suicide  

prevention legislation crafted in Washington state with the help of one  

of our gifted professors.

•  locally, the school leads a statewide consolidation of Washington’s child  

welfare professional training and development to achieve the greatest  

possible expansion of professional skills.

the school of social Work community—faculty, staff, students and community 

partners—deeply appreciates your support.

‹‹

eddie Uehara, Professor and ballmer endowed Dean in social Work
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  Practice 
   How knowledge kindles results WWhen a social work professional becomes a legislative leader, is there a  

marked difference in style and substance? And does a social work lens add  

a fresh perspective to policy, politics and change? 

Meet Tina Orwall, 1991 MSW graduate. “What social work teaches us is that 

change is a group process,” says the Washington state representative for the 

33rd Legislative District, which includes the cities of Kent, Des Moines, SeaTac, 

Burien and Normandy Park. 

As a clinical social worker serving people with mental illness, Orwall learned  

that human-service systems improve when people come together around a  

common vision. “Social work gave me the ability to look at complex systems,  

understand them and work to include everyone’s voice.” 

Those skills have helped the lawmaker tackle some of the state’s toughest 

problems, such as bringing together housing advocates, lenders and distressed 

homeowners to reduce foreclosure rates. 

Last session, Orwall worked with School of Social Work professor and policy 

expert Jennifer Stuber to pass a suicide-prevention law that’s a model for  

states across the country (see page 11). And she is currently doing research  

to understand how the state’s secondary schools connect with community  

colleges to close the opportunity gap for students. 

“A big part of social work is about empowering people and a healthy exchange 

of ideas. This dialogue is critical to successfully addressing the needs of our  

communities. I always partner across the aisle.” 

Now, that’s a fresh perspective.

tina orWall: social Worker and 
Washington state legislator
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PraCtICe

I
Innovative research can open doors at the highest level and influence  

decisions affecting millions of people. Consider Karen Fredriksen-Goldsen’s 

breakthrough study on health disparities facing lesbian, gay, bisexual and 

transgender seniors—a group whose numbers are expected to more than 

double by the year 2030, reaching more than 4 million.

Her research, recently presented at a White House conference and at an  

earlier congressional briefing, spotlights how long-standing social challenges 

can seriously affect personal well-being. With data she and her colleagues 

gleaned from 2,560 respondents, ages 50 to 95, the study shows that a 

lifetime of adversity can create barriers to optimal health as well as foster 

personal resilience.

For example, social stigma may inhibit physicians or patients from discussing 

sexuality and, as a result, restrict information about HIV risk, breast or prostate 

cancer, hepatitis and hormone therapy, as well as discussion of risk behaviors 

that have a higher incidence among some LGBT seniors such as smoking 

and drinking. And legal constraints placed on same-sex partnerships deny 

assistance available to opposite-sex married couples, such as federal family 

leave and Social Security benefits. 

Adversity, however, also creates resilience, and weak institutional support can 

contribute to powerful friendships and loving partnerships that sustain and 

enrich the lives of individuals as they age. These and other findings are helping 

to inform a larger national effort to shape health care policies, define support 

systems, and develop interventions that benefit a diverse senior population.

eXPloring health and resilience  
aMong lgbt seniors

W
What do we learn from our parents? What do we pass on to our children? 

sometimes the legacy is positive; at other times, negative patterns 

contribute to a new generation of children who suffer needlessly. 

the school’s rona levy has found that such a transgenerational dynamic is 

present in one of the most common childhood complaints: stomach pain 

with no discernible cause. in addition to exploring this transgenerational 

pattern, levy has identified effective ways to disrupt it. the answer is close 

to home: Parents have the power to make a positive impact on their  

children’s symptoms by changing how they direct their caring attention.

in three face-to-face sessions, clinicians trained parents to alter their 

responses to their children’s complaints. they also taught the children 

simple coping skills, including deep breathing and muscle relaxation.  

the result was a significant, long-term reduction in the children’s reported 

symptoms, compared to a control group. 

Moving from research to practice, the study gives health care providers and 

families a low-cost protocol that’s easy to implement—with the potential 

to return children to their normal activities, reduce health care costs and 

mitigate years of unnecessary pain.

Pioneering a more effective response to a distressing, often chronic,  

childhood complaint is just the beginning: levy’s cross-generational  

approach to health issues has profound implications for a wide range  

of chronic conditions, including children at risk for obesity. 

changing the lives of chilDren with 
UneXPlaineD stoMach Pain

toP-ranKed among soCIaL WorK gradUate sChooLs

In 2012, U.S. News & World Report ranked the University  

of Washington school of social Work third among the nation’s  

nearly 220 schools with master of social work programs.

As principAl investigAtor of Caring and aging wiTh Pride, KAren i. fredriKsen-goldsen is leAding the 

first nAtionAl federAlly funded study on heAlth dispArities of lgBt older Adults And their cAregivers.

ronA levy is internAtionAlly Known for her groundBreAKing reseArch in BehAviorAl medicine. she is  

A professor of sociAl worK; Adjunct professor of psychology, depArtment of psychology; And Adjunct 

professor of medicine, division of gAstroenterology At the university of wAshington.
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photo: pArtners for our children co-founder connie BAllmer (left) And uw president michAel young (right) 

shAre A congrAtulAtory moment with depArtment of sociAl And heAlth services secretAry roBin Arnold-

williAms And eAstern wAshington university president rodolfo ArévAlo At the AlliAnce signing ceremony.

I
in times of diminished funding, smart new partnerships are critical to 

amplifying scarce resources. in 2010, state social work leaders began 

exploring the best way to enhance professional training for Washington’s 

child welfare professionals. it was clear that the training must meet  

consistently high standards, be offered in diverse locations, and integrate  

research and evaluation tools to measure results over time.

in 2012, the alliance for child Welfare excellence, a statewide partnership 

spearheaded by the school of social Work, offers comprehensive training 

and education in three regions across the state, while incorporating a  

continuum of research and assessment measures to determine outcomes 

for vulnerable children and families. this integrated approach is a first  

in the nation. 

the alliance model provides greater training and coaching capacity  

both statewide and locally, delivered through a mix of in-person training, 

online sessions and webinars. the participation of eastern Washington  

University expands the training infrastructure, preparing social workers  

to be responsive to the challenges in the eastern part of the state.

the stakes have never been higher: nearly 10,000 children and about  

7,800 families in Washington receive state-supported child welfare  

services every month, including 90 percent of children in foster care.  

by sharing curricula, delivery methods and evaluation tools, the  

alliance can better serve families by seamlessly moving social workers  

from training to front-line service.

leaDing a stateWiDe alliance 
to strengthen chilD Welfare eXPertise

  Partnerships 
   How collaboration ignites action
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PartnershIPs

S
Some of the nation’s top foundations and local philanthropists are focusing 

their support on the development of a comprehensive data resource that  

will revolutionize the way child welfare information is processed, accessed  

and applied in Washington state. 

The Child Well-Being Data Portal—created by Partners for Our Children,  

a School-affiliated group dedicated to improving child welfare policies  

and practices—will fundamentally change how social work strategies, 

measurement tools and training standards are developed and deployed.

Here’s how it works: Partners for Our Children receives data from state data 

collection systems and then acquires other data sources, such as juvenile court, 

health and education records—more than 30 distinct measures in all—to 

compile a comprehensive picture of Washington’s most vulnerable children  

and families. Reports are updated quarterly. In the past, basic data were  

available on an annual basis, and only in paper format.

The data portal not only delivers free, detailed and timely information, it  

also provides a robust data stream that allows legislators, judges, health care 

providers, tribal communities and others to make smart decisions about resource 

allocation. This Web-based tool will help communities decide how to combine 

services to obtain the best outcomes, and it will enable policymakers to see  

more clearly the potential impact of budget decisions and policy changes on 

children and families. 

In March 2012, the Washington state Legislature was the first in the nation 

to pass a bill requiring mental health providers to undergo training in suicide 

risk assessment and treatment as part of their continuing education. National 

experts, including the Institute of Medicine, had urged such training for at  

least a decade with little success.

You have to ask: How did a little-known part of the mental health service 

sector gain the attention of legislators preoccupied with state budget deficits  

and a weak job market?

The answer is the deep collaboration between state legislator Tina Orwall (see 

page 5) and the School’s mental health policy professor, Jennifer Stuber. Orwall 

and Stuber worked both sides of the legislative aisle to raise awareness and 

build support, citing statistics that suicide is the eighth leading cause of death 

among Washingtonians and claims more lives than motor vehicle accidents, 

homicides and HIV/AIDS combined. 

According to a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2008 study, 230,000 

adults in Washington state considered suicide—nearly one in 20 adults, higher 

than the national average.

A year before initiating the advocacy effort in Olympia, Stuber had lost her 

40-year-old husband, Matt Adler, to suicide. Adler was under the care of  

mental health professionals, who failed to recognize critical warning signs.  

The Matt Adler Suicide Assessment, Treatment and Management Act of  

2012 now sets the standards for other states to follow. 

Using Data to Drive the
DiscoUrse on chilD Welfare

the UnIVersItY’s most dIVerse ProfessIonaL sChooL

nearly 50 percent of the school’s enrollment comprises students of color.  

many are the first in their families to attend a university. this diverse  

population creates a rich and vibrant learning environment.

bringing focUs to a  
critical Mental health issUe

I

support for the dAtA portAl cAme from the wAshington stAte depArtment of sociAl And heAlth  

services, poc co-founder connie BAllmer, stuArt foundAtion, thomAs v. giddens jr. foundAtion, Bill  

& melindA gAtes foundAtion, cAsey fAmily progrAms And the wAshington stAte philAnthropists forum. jennifer stuBer is co-founder of forefront, A coAlition of university experts in sociAl worK, nursing, 

educAtion, psychology And communicAtions focused on AdvAncing new ApproAches to suicide  

prevention through reseArch, trAining And policy chAnge. 
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Proof 
     How science sparks and sustains change G

reDirecting health Priorities 
for YoUth and chilDren

Global health policy is shifting from fighting infectious diseases to preventing 

death and disability from noncommunicable causes, such as drug and alcohol 

use, smoking, interpersonal violence and unsafe sex practices. International 

policymakers are tapping the experience of the School’s Social Development 

Research Group, where researchers pioneered prevention interventions that  

reduce adolescent behaviors that can trigger a lifetime of health issues. 

In a series of articles appearing in The Lancet—one of the world’s leading  

medical journals—SDRG Director Richard Catalano and his colleagues share 

more than 30 years of experience investigating predictors of positive youth 

development as well as the long-term consequences of risky behaviors. They 

argue that scientific evidence confirms that prevention strategies lead to better 

health and well-being for young people. For example, programs that support 

school attendance inoculate many youth from negative influences and behaviors. 

One of the major challenges in moving to this new model is getting communities, 

schools and parents to support tested prevention programs. The authors argue that 

selecting proven interventions that match community needs builds broad-based 

support and fosters trust with leaders at the local level. They also highlight the 

cost benefit of prevention programs, citing $2 to $42 saved for every dollar spent.

With press conferences in New York, London and Hong Kong and presentations 

at the U.N. Commission on Population and Development, Catalano and his global 

team made the case that deploying prevention programs that engage families, 

schools and communities generates big returns in health and welfare.

The LanCeT series co-Authors Are ABigAil fAgAn, university of south cArolinA; lorettA gAvin, u.s. centers for 

diseAse control And prevention; mArK greenBerg, pennsylvAniA stAte university; chArles irwin, university 

of cAliforniA, sAn frAncisco; dAvid ross, london school of hygiene And tropicAl medicine; dAniel sheK, the 

hong Kong polytechnic university.
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Proof

a Leader In attraCtIng Broad-Based researCh fUndIng

In fiscal years 2011 and 2012, the school of social Work received  

$47, 427, 574 in research funding from the national Institutes of 

health, U.s. department of health and human services, and other  

health and welfare agencies.

S
eXPloring the iMPact 
of genetics on aDDiction

Social work researchers tackle some of our toughest social problems  

by examining how life experiences shape human health, behavior and

well-being. That ability to measure the impact of environmental factors,  

such as family, school and community, adds critical understanding of  

root causes—and often contributes to innovative solutions.

Now, with advances in genetics, a new wave of social science is measuring  

how genes interact with environment to influence behavior. The School’s  

Karl Hill is at the forefront of this new gene-environment inquiry as he leads a 

team of 14 in a five-year, federally funded study to investigate the interplay of 

environmental and genetic factors in tobacco, alcohol and drug dependence. 

Hill’s transdisciplinary approach brings a broad genetic assessment to

three long-term studies of young adults. The goal is to better understand

the interaction of social and genetic vulnerabilities and to design more  

effective prevention and treatment approaches.

As understanding of the genetics of addiction increases, social work researchers 

bring a crucial—and sometimes overlooked—perspective. They understand 

how to gauge environmental influences and assess the impact of interventions.  

As stewards of social justice, social work scholars are also thinking deeply 

about the ethical dimensions of this research—helping to ask, and answer,  

the right questions to ensure that this exciting new realm of inquiry serves  

the public good without compromising private lives.

KArl hill is A reseArch AssociAte professor in the school’s sociAl development reseArch group. since 1994, 

he hAs helped leAd the seAttle sociAl development project, one of the first studies to show thAt eArly 

prevention hAs significAnt positive effects thAt Benefit children well into Adulthood.

A
reclaiMing inDigenoUs knoWleDge 
to enD health DisParities

American Indians and Alaska Natives suffer from disproportionately high rates of 

cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, substance abuse and mental 

illness. Despite well-intentioned efforts to close the gap, these health disparities 

continue to reduce both quality of life and life expectancy for millions.  

What’s missing? Karina Walters, director of the School’s Indigenous Wellness 

Research Institute (IWRI), suggests a profound shift in perspective. Instead of 

following the Western scientific approach of addressing such problems “from the 

outside in,” IWRI advocates ways of knowing deeply rooted in indigenous culture. 

In the process, IWRI’s research, training and community capacity-building shift the 

focus from “fixing deficits” to building on strengths, helping people become agents 

of their own health by using self-knowledge and cultural knowledge as a strategy. 

IWRI also champions a change in expectations, from taking incremental steps to 

making breakthrough leaps—reanimating a sustainability model for wellness  

based on a coherent body of knowledge that has been around for generations.

In 2012, the National Institutes of Health named IWRI a Center of Excellence— 

one of 16 centers in America devoted to ending health disparities among  

minorities. The School is the first school of social work to receive this type of  

grant, which is historically given to schools of public health. 

The $6.29 million infrastructure grant will help IWRI make its house a home,  

creating new permanent space for scholarship and bringing more students into 

health science research careers. IWRI will also expand its research and training 

activities with indigenous communities and strengthen collaboration with kindred 

organizations across North America, Mexico, Australia and New Zealand.

the medicine BAg, ABove, is prized Among nAtive AmericAn triBes for promoting spirituAl And physicAl heAling.
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    Dr. barry grosskopf
 natasha grossman and David klenemo
 nancy grote
 Pamela and stephen gruber
 anna gruen
 rolf gruen
 Margaret and bruce gundersen
 karen gunderson
 oanh ha
 David and sharon haas
 kathryn haas
 Murad habibi
 lynn hagerman
 kevin and Molly haggerty
 ramona halcomb
 Dr. abigail halperin and christian swenson
 beth and elie halpern
 chuck hammond
 Douglas hansen
 karen hansen
 Marlyce hansen
 tracy harachi, PhD, and nathan Yoffa
 Joni hardcastle
 Jeff harder
 Millissa hare
 sally harper and Paul taylor
 shannon harper and Matthew Markoff
 Joanne and bruce harrell
 alice and York harris
 Melissa hartley and kevin flick
 J. David hawkins, PhD, and Maureen hawkins
 susan hayashida
 Douglas and eleanor head
 Joan and emerson heald
 Patrick healey
 healthPartners research foundation
 loyd heath
 Dr. stanley and sharon heck
 Marsha and Dr. John hedges
 Doris and Dennis heffner
 sheldon helfing
 Joel and sherry hellenkamp
 kathryn henne
 helen and harold henry
 Muriel and gerrit henry Jr.
 Michele and William herman
 todd herrenkohl, PhD, and 
    leslie herrenkohl



 norman Johnson
 roderick Johnson and Pauline schnaper
 sandra Johnson
 nancy Johnston
 nioma Jolin
 glenda Jolliffe
 Dan Jones
 ernest Jones
 francis Jones
 carl kaiser and theresa Wagner
 Patricia kalafus
 Dr. natalia kanem
 Dr. hye-kyung kang
 frances kato
 nicole keenan
 april keim
 george kelley
 susan kemp, PhD, and g. kere kemp
 connie kent and John talbot
 victoria keogh
 kristine keough and Dr. Mario forte
 stephanie ker
 christine and William kessler, PhD
 kim khoo, PhD
 christine kidwell and John Masterson
 Jee-Young kim
 Jin kim
 kyoin kim
 lisa and David kimmerly
 robert and stephanie kimmons
 David king and lesley Mann
 thomas king and Wendy barry
 Janice king-Dunbar
 vicki kirk
 Jacki and eugene kirklin
 kirsh foundation holdings ltD
 Philip kirsh
 Jennifer kitajo
 h. asuman kiyak u
 gary and katherine kiyonaga
 bart klika
 kari and Daniel knutson-bradac
 rebecca koch
 carol and John koepke
 ching-fen koepp
 D’vorah kost and Dr. brian kost-grant
 richard kosterman
 Penny and David koyama
 allison and stefan kramer
 Margaret kramer and Jeffrey stein
 heidi krannitz
 lester krupp and candace vogler
 Jean kruzich, PhD
 Margaret kuklinski and Paul kulinski Jr.
 Janet labyak
 andrea lafazia-geraghty
 Daniel lafond
 Patrick lake
 Margaret lam
 heidi lamare
 rita lambert and Preston hess
 susan lammers and Walter euyang
 gregory landis
 Paul and linda larson
 Peggy larson
 lou-ann lauborough
 kara and William laverde
 brian lawrence
 billie lawson, PhD, and Joseph Marshall
 Jerry and susan lazerwitz
 Jong lee
 James and Mary legaz
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 Janet hesslein and Murl sanders
 Jana heyd
 Darrel higa, PhD
 greg higgins
 andrea hightower
 karl hill, PhD
 shauna hill
 Marilyn hinds
 John hires
 barbara hirschmann and W. charles Dolan ii
 robin hochtritt
 Dr. John and Julia hoffman
 Molly hoffman
 Patricia hoffmann
 Jill hollenbeck-bell
 Winona hollins-hauge and John hauge
 Joe and terri hollinsworth
 Jen hook
 suzanne and karl hoover
 nancy hooyman, PhD
 horizons foundation
 James and Judy horst
 bonnie and David hovel
 beverly howald and alan sidel
 ruthann howell
 charles hoy-ellis
 gary and Mary huffmaster
 thomas hulscher
 ashley hulsey and Marc kittner
 timothy humes and cynthia Johnson
 sharon and Michael hunter
 amy husted
 rebecca hutcheson
 trova hutchins-cunningham, PhD, and      
    John cunningham
 Walter and Delores hyden
 robert and Margaret hynes
 ibM corporation
 roger iino
 tsuguo and sumiko ikeda
 imago Dei fund
 Michael ingham and sharron lee
 eric irvin
 kimberly isaac
 emily ishado
 linda ishem, PhD
 Dr. anthony and Joanne ishisaka
 carrie ishisaka
 Dana and rand Jack
 Dr. Douglass Jackson
 Janice Jackson
 thomas Jackson, PhD, and virginia Jackson
 Martha and samuel Jacobs
 Marty Jacobs
 iris Jaffee
 Joan Jaffee-Miller and William Miller
 carol Jakus
 caroline James
 Janice James
 Jennifer and Jay James
 Dr. golieda Jansen
 Daniel and linda Jardine
 Jessica Jarvis
 barbara Jensen
 veronica Jensen
 Jeffrey Jenson, PhD, and Mary Jenson
 hye kyong Jeong
 Molly and brian Jester
 carl Johnson
 cheryl and John Johnson
 Juliet Johnson
 June Johnson

 karl and Donna leggett
 Joan lemire
 emily leslie
 Jerry and alberta leslie
 Jerry levine
 laurence and Pamela levine
 Miriam and Dr. richard levy
 lifelong aiDs alliance
 linda lillevik
 angela lim
 eleanor and Donald limmer
 ben lindekugel and ann christian
 brian lindgren
 Janet and thomas lindsay
 Jeannie and M alan lish
 ruth little
 sally and William little
 Michele and Michael livingston
 hannah locke
 Drake and andrea loeser
 Diane logan
 rekita and c. M. logan
 ann logerfo
 Dr. James and Marianne logerfo
 Mary and David lohr
 theresa lombardo
 John longres, PhD, and Jeff graham
 kelsey louvier
 David lovell, PhD, and cissy leask-lovell
 sarah lowry
 Marjorie and John loya
 regina lubeck
 Megan lucas
 laurine lum
 alice luttrell
 ronald lux and betsy lindsay
 robert lydon
 shelia lynch
 Daniel MacDonald
 Meg and robert MacDonald
 nancy Macdonald
 Donna Mack
 frances and William Mackenzie
 heather Maclean
 edith MacPhail-reynolds and  
    raymond reynolds Jr.
 kevin Madison
 leonard and linda Madsen
 kathy Magee
 Jennifer Maglalang
 Mary Magnuson
 William and barbara Maki
 William and Mary anne Maloney Jr.
 francisco and sylvia Maltos
 orlando and laurel Manaois
 inga Manskopf
 Maureen Marcenko, PhD
 Yaffa and Paul Maritz
 Margaret Markowitz
 Julie and William Marler
 kerry Martin
 kristina Martin
 nancy Martin
 roseann Martinez and richard arneson
 tatiana Masters
 Michael and catherine Matern
 lori Matsukawa and larry blackstock
 alice and norman Mattern
 De’shon Matthews
 Patricia Matthews
 vince Matulionis
 linnae and James Mcanally

 richard and karen Mcconnell
 ruth Mccormick
 Daniel and gayle McDougall-treacy
 evelyn Mcdowell
 Janet McDowell
 William and Martha Mceacheran
 Morna Mceachern, PhD
 Patricia Mcfarlane
 Dr. James and Janice Mcgraw
 karen and Michael Mcinerney
 catherine Mcintyre
 Mark McMahan and Dr. heidi smith
 Melinda Mcrae
 betty Meilander
 Murray and sophie Meld
 tim Meliah
 annemarie Mende and James lyons
 Mark Mennella and Jody cunningham
 nancy and John Merrill
 stephanie Merrill
 John and tiffany Meyer
 sandra Micken
 Microsoft corporation
 ayako Miki
 stefan and shirley Miller
 stephanie Miller
 shawn Mincer
 Dr. Dominick Minotti
 linda and Dr. hilton Mirels
 Paola Mizrahi and eduardo reif
 emiko Mizuki
 Dr. a. bruce and Joanne Montgomery
 tamera Moran
 ginger Moriarty and kevin Prohn
 sharon Morioka-estrada and francisco estrada
 Donald Morrisey
 charles Morrison Jr.
 Diane Morrison, PhD, and Joel bradbury
 sheila and James Morrison
 Don Morrissey
 carol Mossman
 Mountain states group
 lynn Pigott Mowe and steven Mowe
 Martha and george Moyer Jr.
 carrie Moylan
 Dawn and Dr. Michael Mullarkey
 Dawn Muller
 beth Mullin
 Peter Muna
 ann Muno and kevin alexander
 Patsy and ricardo Munoz
 Monica Muraki
 kathleen Murphy fellbaum and  
    Marcus fellbaum
 Josephine Murray
 katy Murray
 geraldine and clinton Myers Jr.
 keith Myers
 gloria Myre
 suzanne and gary Myrene
 national congress of american indians
 national association of social Workers
 ruby navarro-villareal
 Drs. gunars and regine neiders
 arleen nelson
 erin nelson
 kathleen nelson
 sophia and hayward ng
 ngltf foundation
 hkori ngo
 sophak nguon
 anne nicoll, PhD
 Dale nienow
 thomas nissley and laura silverstein
 ann norman, PhD

 Dr. James norris and anita fraser
 robert and carol northrop
 northwest area foundation
 erma norton
 Denise novotny and W. brent asafaylo
 cynthia and David nowowiejski
 emma noyes
 Paula nurius, PhD
 Dr. Michael o’connell
 raymond ogsby
 frances ohira
 victoria o’keef
 David and Dina okimoto
 Doris olene
 linda olsen
 Mark and Polly olsen
 roger and Joyce olson
 lianne onart
 steven onken
 alexandra o’reilly and charles Desiderio Jr.
 laura orlando
 natalie ortega
 seth otto
 Julie Packard
 edna Paisano
 Jodi and John Palmer
 Pamela Panopio
 kurt and colleen Parks
 Donna Parten
 colleen and kent Patrick-riley
 Diana Pearce, PhD, and Dr. george Wright Jr.
 cynthia Pearson, PhD
 Janet Pearson and gordon sivley
 Peter Pecora, PhD, and Patty Pecora
 carol and eric Pederson
 clifton and arlene Peightal
 karen Pendergrass
 gordon and karen Penix
 Jennifer Perry
 kristine Perry
 Jeremy Peterson
 Joan Peterson
 Marianne Pettersen
 Meredith Pfanschmidt and Peter grafton
 Mary and k. e. Pfohl
 kristi Pheifer
 Dr. William and suzanne Phillips
 sally Phillips
 ellen Pillard
 susan Pitchford, PhD, and robert crutchfield
 r. alex and Dianne Polson
 amy Postel
 cathryn and Dr. christopher Potter
 susan and William Potts
 chrys Potuzak
 Dr. richmond and lisa Prehn
 leon and anne Preston
 sherri Pride
 David Prince and nadine Pawlak
 Janet Proebstel
 laura and robert Pruden
 glenn and tamar Puckett
 Jean Quam
 rose Quinby and Mark cates
 henderson Quinn and Patricia edmond-Quinn
 Joanna rago
 kristina raichart
 raikes foundation
 teresa and ines rake
 anastasia ramey
 Marie ramirez
 rosa ramirez
 ann ramsay-Jenkins
 David and liz randles
 cassidy rath

 raymond James and associates
 stephanie read and Dr. edward Walker
 linda and Michael redman
 edwin and elaine reinking
 rex rempel
 sandra and arthur resnick
 Patricia and richard reutimann
 susan reynolds
 christian and elaine richards
 larry and Martha richards
 cynthia riche, PhD, and taryn lindhorst, PhD
 Juanita ricks
 Marcia evans rindal
 Dr. frederick rivara ii and J’May rivara
 a.Marie s. rivera
 ana rivera
 Matthew roach and kara Mattaini
 Mark roberts and Maria valdesuso-roberts
 Joyce robertson
 barbara rodbell
 roger roffman, DsW, and cheryl richey, DsW
 theresa and James rogers
 roberta rohr
 charlotte rokaw
 lee and stuart rolfe
 Jennifer romich, PhD
 kristine romstad and William Johnston
 karen rooker
 alice rooney
 lyla ross and John Morris
 stephen rothrock and tessa keating
 sierra rowe
 Dr. terry and Mary royer
 Mary rozdilsky
 Jessica ruehl
 Jole and Peter ruff
 helen runstein
 Deborah rustin
 linda and ronald ruthruff
 Dr. John ryan Jr. and Jody foster
 ki ryu
 s. J. benson chino cienega foundation
 Pamelyn and neilton saari
 Dr. Janice and a. Jack sabin
 laura sachs
 cheryl and frederick sakura
 Dr. bruce and Mary sangeorzan
 barbara sardarov
 karen and Peter saunders
 Dr. stanley and Judith saxe
 sb schaar and Pk Whelpton foundation
 aiko schaefer
 Dr. David and sharon schantz
 ellen schell
 heidi schillinger
 gretchen schmelzer
 Donald and sylvia schmid
 krisann schmitz
 claire schneider
 Darcy schneider-hobbs
 geraldine schnitzer-newson and sam newson
 Margie schnyder
 amnon schoenfeld
 David schor
 kathleen schultz
 Donald and sherrie schultze
 Jane schwartz, PhD
 Mary and ted schwarz
 linda seales
 rev. suzanne seaton
 seattle institute for biomedical and  
    clinical research
 seattle children’s hospital research 
    institute
 seattle international foundation
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 eldon and Joyce seebart
 Jennifer self, PhD
 linda shadoin-gier and brad gier
 louise shaffrath u
 valerie shapiro
 carolyn sharp
 Mary shaw
 caroline shelton
 greg and Pamela sheridan
 emma sherman
 Drs. Jacqueline sherris and Peter rabinovitch
 Jerry shigaki
 rodney shillinger
 Donald shirilla
 gary and Judy shirley
 evelyn and John shively iii
 lori and Paul shoemaker
 amnon shoenfeld
 haruko shoji
 amy sie
 helen and Peter sikov
 Pakun sin
 Jonathan singer
 stephen singer
 cynthia skow
 susan skylstad
 edward and Marsha slater
 Diane and James snell
 Paul snow
 cheryl and Peter snyder
 luis sobarzo
 sharon sobers-outlaw
 sheila and bruce sobol
 sue sohng, PhD, and soong sohng
 Margaret spearmon, PhD
 suzanne st Peter
 barbara starr
 state of Washington
 karen stegeman
 lesley steinman
 Mindy stern
 lucy and Jeffrey stevens
 edgar stimson Jr.
 emily stoll
 gerry and Melvin stone
 heather storer and Dylan smith
 Patte and arnold strang
 robert strauss and christine ingersoll
 robert and kathryn strong
 Mary strunc
 stuart foundation
 Jennifer stuber, PhD
 Mary and John stumph
 Paul and sheri stutesman
 Maura sullivan
 tasha sullivan
 barbara and gerald sundquist
 susan sunflower
 Mark sussman
 calvin and norah swaback
 Dorothy and John swanberg
 gwen and gordon swanson
 scott and catherine swanson
 emiko tajima, PhD
 Melissa takade
 naoko takagi
 David takeuchi, PhD
 ken and sotheary tan

 alyssa taylor
 Matthew taylor
 Dr. Patrick and frances taylor
 russell taylor and Margaret elwood
 Dutton teague
 Walter teague iii
 ted and carol teather
 carla teigen
 elizabeth tennant and Peter Maier
 Mary ann test
 virak thach
 the seattle foundation
 the tulalip tribes
 James theofelis
 therapeutic health services
 thomas v. giddens, Jr. foundation
 alice thomas
 ashley thomas
 lisa thomas and steven toth
 lynne thomas
 alvin thompson u
 Jack and gayle thompson
 Jewel thompson
 Dr. gaylord and Joanne thorne
 alice and guy thull
 Jeanne tiscareno
 M. virgil and susan tollefson
 carol toms
 heather toothaker
 lucile townsend
 Patricia toy
 Dr. elizabeth tracy
 cam tran
 Dr. calvin and lynda treger
 Dr. eric trupin and elizabeth speck
 James and linda tufts
 harla tumbleson
 e. katharine turpin and Michael cvitkovic
 Diane tutch and carol-lee erickson
 catherine and Peter tutka
 kimberly twitty u
 edwina Uehara, PhD, and Michael smukler
 Michael Uehara
 susan Unfred-hays and William hays
 United cambodian Development association
 United Way of king county
 United Way of snohomish county
 Urban league of Metropolitan seattle
 cristin and brian vahey Jr.
 Jennifer valera
 Dorothy van soest, DsW, and susan seney
 Drs. Jan and stephen vanslyke
 richard and lynette vansoest
 laura and Jeffrey vaughan
 James and Jeanne vevang
 tamara vitela
 Walther Wagner and loretta Juarez-Wagner
 chelsea Wainwright
 eric Waithaka
 lutherina Walk
 kimberly Walker
 scott Walker and rene vaughan
 Janet and richard Wallace
 gary Walsh
 karina Walters, PhD, and Jane simoni
 laura and robert Wank
 Jean Ward
 W. carolyn robinson Warman

 Wendy Warman and randy hilfman
 Wendy Warnaca and John briney
 karen and clifford Warner
 Pamela and brian Warren
 Washington building inspection company
 kaoru Watanabe
 richard Watkins
 thomas and Julie Watling
 nancy Watson u
 taylene Watson
 Mary Weatherley
 richard Weatherley, PhD, and  
    Pauline erera-Weatherley, PhD
 Pamela Webster
 christyn Weinstein
 Marie-celeste and keith Weisenburg
 Welfund incorporated
 barbara Welliver
 Will Werley
 Dr. Margaret West
 Jacqueline Westfall
 Dr. barbara White
 Jean White
 Jeri White
 Mary and William Whitlow, Jr.
 Joyce Whitney
 James Whittaker, PhD, and kathleen Whittaker
 elsa Whurman
 Judy Wick and timothy roberts
 Perry Wien and Joanne Polayes-Wien
 caroline Wildflower
 Joseph Wiley
 kathryn Wilham
 benjamin Williams
 kathryn Williams
 robert Williams
 robin and John Williams
 Michelle Willix
 Donald and Judith Willott
 stephen Wilson
 steven Wilson
 Michael Winans
 karen Winston
 charles and t. Mardell Witham
 nancy and brian Witt
 stephen and Patricia Wittmann-todd
 lynda and Dana Wolf
 James Wolfe and carol hogins-Wolfe
 Miu Wong
 Ye-ting Woo
 Judith Wood
 barbara Woods
 roselynn Woodward
 susan Wright
 theodore Wright
 Julie Wu
 sheila Wyckoff Dickey
 Junko Yamazaki
 alice Yau
 shirley Yee, PhD
 Jeannette Yim and eli lim
 billie Young and larry Macmillan
 susannah Young
 susan and Dale Yuzer
 huma Zarif
 Dr. lawrence Zeidman and linda tatta
 randall Zuke

u deceased

Thank you to our partners in giving. 

Your gifts help our students complete 

their education and become  

tomorrow’s social work leaders,  

educators and innovators. 

to view options for future giving, go to 

socialwork.uw.edu/alumni/giving. 

if you would like to discuss an individual 

project or estate planning, call kim isaac 

at 206.616.9504.

We will work with you so that  

your contribution has the greatest  

possible impact.

YoUr generositY counts.

contribUtions and allocations

$0                    $.5m                    $1m                   $1.5m                 $2m 

PrograM sUPPort      

facUltY sUPPort 

research & training 

stUDent sUPPort

contribUtions bY Donor groUP hoW contribUtions are allocateD

nonProfits

frienDs

foUnDations 

corPorations 

alUMni

$4M 

$3.5M

$3M               

$2.5M                   

$2M                   

$1.5M                      

$1 M

$.5M                       

$0                     

$2M 

 

$1.5M               

                   

$1M                   

$.5M 

$0                     
2011         2012 2011         2012

Based on $7,445,417 in gifts from 1,077 donors made between July 1, 2010, and June 30, 2012.


